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ChequeMate 250
All Purpose Cheque Reader with optional MSR and Smart
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It takes about one second to scan a cheque, and the read is 
virtually 100 percent accurate - you can’t get more efficient 
than that!

On Group’s new motorised cheque reader, ChequeMate 250 
is streamlining the procedure of cheque processing with an 
unprecedented speed and accuracy so crucial for reducing 
errors and saving time.

Reading E-13B and CMC-7 formats for cheques or bills  
with magnetic ink characters as well as offering optional 
magnetic and smart card capability, the ChequeMate  
series is a necessity for any organisation that relies on  
fast, reliable data entry. This makes it ideal for banks, retail 
centres, hotels, post offices and other service industries 
where financial transactions and information checking  
are a vital part of everyday business.

And they come in such a compact size they save not only 
time and error, but valuable workspace too!

Cheque Processing
 With Speed And Accuracy
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FEATURES & BENEFITS

 Compact Design
 ChequeMate 250 is designed in anefficient,  
 compact size: with it’s horseshoe shape  
 particularly easy to install as part of any  
 workstation assembly, saving on valuable  
 desk space and bulky equipment clutter.

 Reliable & Fully Accurate
 ChequeMate provides a secure, reliable  
 reading of cheques or other bills with magnetic  
 ink characters, with virtually 100 percent accuracy  
 - now making your transactions safe and error-proof.

 Versatile & Vital to Industry
 With the ChequeMate 250 able to read E-13B and  
 CMC-7 formats and with optional MSR and, Smart  
 the versatility of this device makes it a necessary  
 addition to any financial or service industry where  
 cheque processing and financial transactions are  
 the name of the game.

 Motorised Speed
 ChequeMate 250 has been designed with   
 motorised paper transport, enabling quick and  
 easy cheque handling, an impressive first pass  
 rate, and the ability to read a cheque accurately  
 in just over one second. Think about how much  
 this contributes to overall cuts in transaction time!

 Smart Card Reader/Writer and MSR Option
 Chequemate 250 also comes with the option of a  
 smart card reader/writer and MSR reader allowing  
 your bank to be EMV ready and providing the  
 ability to process  transactions all in one single  
 compact device. Now that’s smart.

 Diverse Operation
 ChequeMate is conveniently applicable to many  
 operating systems including UNIX,Windows, NT  
 and OS2, among others.

 Customised Colour
 Whether to compliment your PC or the decor of  
 your workplace, ChequeMate can be customised  
 in most colours.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

 MICR Standard
 ISO1004 standard E13B, CMC7

 Dimensions
 118mm x 175mm x 70mm

 MSR standard (optional)
 ISO/IBM format
 Dual or triple tracks reader

 Smart Card (optional)
 Read & write slot

 Reading Indication
 Green/red status LED for write/error reading

 Multi Interface
 RS232, PS/2, USB, RS232 via USB cable,  
 PS2 via USB cable

 Feed Speed
 250mm/sec ( 30mm/sec)

 Read Speed
 1.2 seconds per sheet  
 (with 157mm sheet length)

 Power Supply
 DC + 12V

 Head Life
 500,000 cycles

 Recognition Accurate Rate
 99.9% for CMC7 & barcode
 99.5% for E13B

 Working Temperature
 0-50 degrees celsius

 Humidity
 20% - 90% PH non-condensing

 Colour
 Most colours of your choice
 (quantity requirements apply)
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